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ABSTRACT
Linux kernels are used in a wide variety of appliances, many of

them having strong requirements on the kernel size due to con-

straints such as limited memory or instant boot. With more than

ten thousands of configuration options to choose from, obtaining

a suitable trade off between kernel size and functionality is an ex-

tremely hard problem. Developers, contributors, and users actually

spend significant effort to document, understand, and eventually

tune (combinations of) options for meeting a kernel size. In this

paper, we investigate how machine learning can help explain what

matters for predicting a given Linux kernel size. Unveiling what

matters in such very large configuration space is challenging for

two reasons: (1) whatever the time we spend on it, we can only build

and measure a tiny fraction of possible kernel configurations; (2)

the prediction model should be both accurate and interpretable. We

compare different machine learning algorithms and demonstrate

the benefits of specific feature encoding and selection methods to

learn an accurate model that is fast to compute and simple to in-

terpret. Our results are validated over 95,854 kernel configurations

and show that we can achieve low prediction errors over a reduced

set of options. We also show that we can extract interpretable in-

formation for refining documentation and experts’ knowledge of

Linux, or even assigning more sensible default values to options.

1 INTRODUCTION
With now more than 15,000 configuration options, Linux is one

of the most complex configurable system ever developed in open

source. If all these options were binary and independent, that would
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indeed yield 2
15000

possible variants of the kernel. Of course not all

options are independent (leading to fewer possible variants), but

on the other hand some of them have tristate values: yes, no, or

module instead of simply Boolean values (leading to more possible

variants). Users can thus choose values for activating options –

either compiled as modules or directly integrated within the kernel

– and deactivate options. The assignment of a specific value to each

option forms a configuration, from which a kernel can hopefully be

compiled, built, and booted.

Linux kernels are used in a wide variety of systems, ranging from

embedded devices, cloud services to powerful supercomputers [75].

Many of these systems have strong requirements on the kernel

size due to constraints such as limited memory or instant boot.

Obtaining a suitable trade off between kernel size, functionality,

and other non-functional concerns (e.g., security) is an extremely

hard problem. For instance, activating an individual option can

increase the kernel so much that it becomes impossible to deploy it.

Hubaux et al. [28] report that many Linux users complained about

the lack of guidance for making configuration decisions, and the

low quality of the advice provided by the configurators. Beyond

Linux and even for much smaller configurable systems, similar

configuration issues have been reported [4, 27, 63, 80, 82, 83, 86].

A fundamental issue is that configuration options often have a

significant influence on non-functional properties (here: size) that

are hard to know and model a priori. There are numerous possible

options values, logical constraints between options, and potential

interactions among configuration options [20, 33, 57, 60, 64] that

can have an effect while quantitative properties such as size are

themselves challenging to comprehend. As wewill further elaborate

in Section 2, the effort of the Linux community to document options

related to kernel size is highly valuable, but mostly relies on human

expertise, which makes the maintenance of this knowledge quite

challenging on the long run.



Instead of a manual approach, we propose to follow an auto-

mated approach based on statistical supervised learning: The idea

is to build and measure a sample of kernel configurations and then

use this sample to predict the properties (here: the size) of other con-

figurations. The process of "sampling, measuring, learning" config-

urations is obviously not novel, even in the context of configurable

systems [20, 33, 57, 60, 64]. However, most of the works consider

systems with a relatively low number of options (from dozens to

hundreds). At the scale of Linux, some learning techniques are not

applicable or suited for dealing with its very large configuration
space: (1) whatever the time we spend on it, only a tiny fraction

of possible kernel configurations can be built and measured; (2)

there is a large number of options that can impact the prediction.

Another related problem is that we want to extract interpretable
information that can be communicated to developers and users of

Linux. High accuracy is of course important but interpretability of

the prediction model is also a prime concern. The complexity of

the Linux configuration space changes the perspective and raises

several unaddressed questions: How many configurations should

be measured to reach a high accuracy? Do all configuration options

have an effect on size? Can automated learning retrieve or even

supplement Linux community knowledge about options?

Our key contribution is to unveil "what matters" within the very

large configuration space of Linux. To do so, we first need to iden-

tify what does matter for instrumenting the learning process and

reaching a good enough accuracy —which measures of sizes, which

strategies to engineer features, which machine learning algorithms,

etc. We develop specific feature engineering techniques to select a

subset of relevant options. We empirically show that feature selec-

tion can be applied to improve training time, interpretability and

accuracy of the prediction. Thanks to interpretable information,

we can identify what options matter w.r.t. kernel size and validate

our findings. We confront our discovered influential options with

Linux documentation, pre-defined configurations (tinyconfig), and

experts’ knowledge. We show that a large portion of identified

options does have an explanation. Our results open the way for im-

proving Linux documentation, specifying default values of options,

and guiding users when configuring the kernel. We validate our

results over 95,854 configurations using different measures (binary

size, compressed sizes).

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• The design and implementation of a large study about ker-

nels’ sizes. We describe opportunities to compute at scale

different measures and we engineer specific methods for

feature encoding, selection, and construction;

• A comparison of a wide range of machine learning algo-

rithms and the effects of feature engineering over (1) predic-

tion errors and (2) interpretability. We analyse the amount

of configurations needed for training and replicate the ex-

periments using different measures of kernel size. We find

that it is possible to identify a reduced set of options that

influence size using a relatively small sample i.e., we identify
"what matters" when predicting;

• A qualitative analysis of identified options based on the cross-

analysis of Linux documentation, default options’ values and

configurations, and experts’ knowledge. We find that "what

matters" is either coherent or can be used to refine Linux

knowledge;

• A comprehensive dataset of 95,854 configurations with 19

measurements of sizes as well as learning procedures for

replication and reproducibility of the results [70].

With respect to the categorized research methods by Stol et al. [69],
our paper mainly contributes to a knowledge-seeking study. Specif-

ically, we perform a field study of Linux, a highly-configurable

system and mature project. We gain insights about kernels’ proper-

ties using a large corpus of configurations. Our contribution is also

a solution-seeking study since we develop techniques for configu-

ration measurements, feature engineering and machine learning to

predict size in an accurate yet interpretable way.

Audience. The intended audience of this paper includes but is

not limited to Linux contributors. Researchers and practitioners

in configurable systems shall benefit from our learning process

and insights. We also provide evidence that machine learning is

applicable for very large space of software configurations.

2 SIZE MATTERS
2.1 Linux, options, and configurations
The Linux kernel is a prominent example of a highly-configurable

system. Thousands of configuration options are available on differ-

ent architectures (e.g., x86, amd64, arm) and documented in several

Kconfig files. For the x86 architecture and the version 4.13.3, de-

velopers can use 12,797 options to tailor (non-)functional needs

of a particular use (e.g., embedded system development). The ma-

jority of options has either boolean values (‘y’ or ‘n’ for activat-

ing/deactivating an option) or tri-state values (‘y’, ‘n’, and ‘m’ for

activating an option as a module). There are also numerical or string

values. Options may have default values. Because of cross-cutting

constraints between options, not all the combinations of values

are possible. For example, Figure 1 depicts the KConfig file that

describes the LOCK_STAT option. This option has several direct de-

pendencies (e.g., LOCKDEP_SUPPORT ). When selected, this option

activates several other options such as LOCKDEP. By default, this

option is not selected (’n’). As a case in point, this option documen-

tation (help part) gives no indication to a beginner user about the

impact of the option on the kernel size.

config LOCK_STAT
bool "Lock usage statistics"
depends on STACKTRACE_SUPPORT && LOCKDEP_SUPPORT ...
select LOCKDEP
select DEBUG_SPINLOCK ...
default n
help
This feature enables tracking lock contention points. For
more details, see Documentation/locking/lockstat.txt This
also enables lock events required by "perf lock", subcommand
of perf. If you want to use "perf lock", you also need to
turn on CONFIG_EVENT_TRACING. CONFIG_LOCK_STAT defines
"contended" and "acquired" lock events. (CONFIG_LOCKDEP
defines "acquire" and "release" events.)

Figure 1: Option LOCK_STAT (excerpt)

Users of the Linux kernel set values to options (e.g., through a

configurator [81]) and obtain a so-called .config file. We consider

that a configuration is an assignment of a value to each option.

Based on a configuration, the build process of a Linux kernel can
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start and involves different layers, tools, and languages (C, CPP,

gcc, GnuMake and Kconfig).

2.2 Use cases and scenarios
There are numerous use-cases for tuning options related to size in

particular [26, 53]:

• the kernel should run on very small systems (IoT) or old

machines with limited resources;

• Linux can be used as the primary bootloader. The size re-

quirements on the first-stage bootloader are more stringent

than for a traditional running operating system;

• size reduction can improve flash lifetime, spare RAM and

maximize performances;

• a supercomputing program may want to run at high perfor-

mance entirely within the L2 cache of the processor. If the

combination of kernel and program is small enough, it can

avoid accessing main memory entirely;

• the kernel should boot faster and consume less energy:

though there is no empirical evidence for how kernel size

relates to other non-functional properties (e.g., energy con-

sumption), practitioners tend to follow the hypothesis that

the higher the size, the higher the energy consumption.

• cloud providers can optimize instances of Linux kernels w.r.t.

size;

• in terms of security, the attack surface can be reduced when

optional parts are not really needed.

When configuring a kernel, size is usually neither the only con-

cern nor the ultimate goal. The minimization of the kernel size has

no interest if the kernel is unable to boot on a specific device. Size

is rather part of a suitable tradeoff between hardware constraints,

functional requirements, and other non-functional concerns (e.g.,
security). The presence of logical constraints and subtle interactions

between options further complicates the task.

To better understand how size is managed in the Linux project,

we look at the Linux documentation, tiny kernel pre-defined con-

figuration, and Linux community knowledge. Next, we describe

these sources of information. Later, we will use this information to

validate our proposal.

2.3 Kernel Sizes and Documentation
We first conducted a study that identifies the kernel options for

which the documentation explicitly discusses an impact on the

kernel size. We apply the following method.

Protocol. The objects of the study are the KConfig files that

describe and document each kernel option. We use the KConfigLib
tool to analyze the documentation of the Linux kernel 4.13.3 for

the x86 architecture [25]. This architecture contains 12,797 options.

The first step of this analysis consists in automatically gathering

the options whose documentation contains specific terms related to

size terminology: big, bloat, compress, enlarge, grow, huge, increase,
inflat, inlin, larger, little, minim, optim, overhead, reduc, shrink, size,
small, space, trim, percent and size values (e.g., 3%, 23 MB). The

list of terms was built in an iterative way: we intensively read

the documentation and checked whether the terms cover relevant

options, until reaching a fixed point. The second step of this analysis

consists of manually scrutinizing each such KConfig documentation

to state whether it indeed discusses a potential impact of the option

on the kernel size. A first person did this task. The results were

double-checked by a second person. These two persons are authors

of this paper with no background on the Linux kernel to make

sure that the identified options are explicitly (and not implicitly or

learned by previous experience) referring to the kernel size.

Results. On the 12,797 options, 2,233 options have no documen-

tation (17.45%). We identified 147 (1.15%) options that explicitly
discuss potential effects on the kernel size. Kernel developers use

quantitative or approximate terms to describe the impact of options

on the kernel size.

Quantitative examples include: "will reduce the size of the driver
object by approximately 100KB"; "increases the kernel size by around
50K"; "The kernel size is about 15% bigger".

Regarding approximate terms, examples include: the "kernel is
significantly bigger"; "making the code size smaller"; "you can dis-
able this option to save space"; "Disable it only if kernel size is more
important than ease of debugging".

2.4 Tiny Kernel Configuration
The Linux community has introduced the command make tiny-
config to produce one of the smallest kernel possible. Though it

does not boot on anything, it can be used as a starting point for e.g.,
embedded systems in efforts to reduce kernel size. Technically, it

starts from allnoconfig that generates a kernel configuration with

as many options as possible set to ’n’ values. allnoconfig works as
follows: Following the order of options in the KConfig files, a greedy

algorithm iteratively sets ’n’ values to options. Due to numerous

constraints among options and throughout the process, other de-

pendent options may be set to ’y’ values. In a second and final step,

options’ values of Figure 2 override the values originally set by allno-
config. For example, the value of CONFIG_CC_OPTIMIZE_FOR_SIZE
can be set to ’y’ (overriding its original value ’n’).

# CONFIG_CC_OPTIMIZE_FOR_PERFORMANCE is not set
CONFIG_CC_OPTIMIZE_FOR_SIZE=y
# CONFIG_KERNEL_GZIP is not set
# CONFIG_KERNEL_BZIP2 is not set
# CONFIG_KERNEL_LZMA is not set
CONFIG_KERNEL_XZ=y
# CONFIG_KERNEL_LZO is not set
# CONFIG_KERNEL_LZ4 is not set
CONFIG_OPTIMIZE_INLINING=y
# CONFIG_SLAB is not set
# CONFIG_SLUB is not set
CONFIG_SLOB=y
CONFIG_NOHIGHMEM=y
# CONFIG_HIGHMEM4G is not set
# CONFIG_HIGHMEM64G is not set

Figure 2: Pre-set values of tinyconfig forX86_64 architecture.
As far as possible, other options are set to ’n’ values.

Experts of the Linux project have specified options

of Figure 2 based on their supposed influence on size.

Specifically, CONFIG_CC_OPTIMIZE_FOR_SIZE calls the

compiler with the −Os flag instead of −O2 (as with

CONFIG_CC_OPTIMIZE_FOR_PERFORMANCE). The option

CONFIG_KERNEL_XZ is the compression method of the Linux

kernel: tinyconfig relies on XZ instead of GZIP (the default choice).

CONFIG_OPTIMIZE_INLINING option determines if the kernel

forces gcc to inline the functions developers have marked ’inline’.
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CONFIG_SLOB is one of three available memory allocators in the

Linux kernel. Finally, CONFIG_NOHIGHMEM, CONFIG_HIGHMEM4G, or
CONFIG_HIGHMEM64G set the physical memory on x86 systems: the

option chosen here assumes that the kernel will never run on a

machine with more than 1 Gigabyte total physical RAM.

We will revisit the strategy of tinyconfig in Section 5.

2.5 Community attempts
We review (informal) initiatives in the Linux community that are

dealing with kernel sizes.

TheWiki https://elinux.org/Kernel_Size_Tuning_Guide provides

guidelines to configure the kernel and points out numerous impor-

tant options related to size. However the page is no longer actively

maintained since 2011. Tim Bird (Sony) presented "Advanced size

optimization of the Linux kernel" in 2013. Josh Triplett (Intel) intro-

duced tinyconfig at Linux Plumbers Conference 2014 ("Linux Kernel

Tinification") and described motivating use-cases. The leitmotiv

is to leave maximum configuration room for useful functionality

while exploiting opportunities to make the kernel as small as possi-

ble. It led to the creation of the project http://tiny.wiki.kernel.org.

The last modifications were made 5 years ago on Linux versions

3.X https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/josh/linux.git/.

Pieter Smith (Philips) gave a talk about "Linux in a Lightbulb:

How Far Are We on Tinification (2015)". Michael Opdenacker

(Bootlin) described the state of Linux kernel size in 2018. Accord-

ing to these experts, techniques for size reduction are broad and

related to link-time optimization, compilers, file systems, strippers,

etc. In many cases, a key challenge is that configuration options

spread over different files of the code base, possibly across subsys-

tems [2, 3, 6, 44, 47, 55, 56].

2.6 Problem summary and approach
Use cases, Kconfig documentation, options values for default con-

figurations, as well as past and ongoing initiatives provide evidence

that options related to kernel size are an important issue for the

Linux community. However, the human effort to document config-

uration options and maintain the knowledge over time and kernel

evolutions is highly challenging. It is actually a well-known phe-

nomenon reported for many software systems [63] that is due to

the exponential number of possible configurations.

A more automated approach could thus be helpful to capture

the essence of size-related options in the very large configuration

space of Linux. Since building all configurations is infeasible, our

idea is to learn from a sample of measured configurations. The goal

is to predict the effects of options w.r.t. size in such a way that users

can then make informed and guided configuration decisions.

We should thus strive for the right balance between accuracy (our
prediction is close enough to reality) and interpretability, because
we want to communicate to developers and users which options

matter for the kernel size. Users in charge of configuring the kernel

should indeed have the maximum of flexibility to meet their specific

requirements (directly related to size or not).

3 FROMMEASURING TO PREDICTING
This section presents the end-to-end process we used to learn from

a sample of configuration measurements. We detail each step of

random 
generation of 
configurations

randconfig

build 
and measure

opportunistic 
measurement of 

compressed sizes

vmlinux GZIP-vmlinux XZ-vmlinux …

feature encoding

feature selection

feature construction

neural networks

decision tree (CART)

random forest 

gradient boosting tree

regression analysis  

statistical 
learning 

feature 
engineering

prediction 
modelRQ1 Accuracy RQ2 Interpretability

Kconfig 
Documentation

Default values/ 
configurations

Linux knowledge 
about options 

Experts voice

prediction errors 
(mean): 6%

training set 
(with N measured configurations) 

testing set 
(unmeasured 

configurations)

subset of 
options that 
does matter

dummyfication, 
’n’ and ‘m’, etc.

nbyes, 
nbmodules, etc.

subset 
strategies

1

2 3

5

refinement

What does matter for prediction?

4

Figure 3: Design study and technical infrastructure for mea-
suring and predicting configurations.

Figure 3, highlighting the innovative details (if any). This section

should also be read as the design of an experimental study that

aims to understand how the different steps affect the outcome i.e.,
prediction errors and interpretability.

3.1 Measuring at scale
The first step is to measure kernel sizes from configurations. We

used TuxML, a tool to build the Linux kernel in the large i.e., what-
ever options are combined. TuxML relies on Docker to host the

numerous packages needed to compile and measure the Linux

kernel. Docker offers a reproducible and portable environment –

clusters of heterogeneous machines can be used with the same

libraries and tools (e.g., compilers’ versions). Inside Docker, a col-

lection of Python scripts automates the build process. A first step

is the selection of configurations to build. We rely on randconfig to
randomly generate Linux kernel configurations (see the top of Fig-

ure 3). randconfig has the merit of generating valid configurations

that respect the numerous constraints between options. It is also

a mature tool that the Linux community maintains and uses [44].

Though randconfig is not producing uniform, random samples (see

Section 6), there is a diversity within the values of options (being

’y’, ’n’, or ’m’). Given .config files, TuxML builds numerous kernels.

Throughout the process, TuxML can collect various kinds of infor-

mation, including the build status and the size of the kernel. We

concretely measure vmlinux, which is a statically linked executable

file that contains the kernel in object file format.

3.2 Opportunistic measurements
For creating a bootable image, the kernel is also compressed. Config-

uration options (e.g., CONFIG_KERNEL_GZIP) are employed to select

a compression method: GZIP (default), BZIP2, LZMA, LZO, LZ4,

or XZ (default for tinyconfig, see Listing 2). Strictly speaking, the

measurement of a specific compressed size requires to build and

4
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measure a new fresh configuration with the related options acti-

vated. However the building process is very costly and took more

than 9 minutes per configuration on average (standard deviation:

11 min). So instead of compiling from scratch a configuration, we

use the following trick: Once we finished the build of a given con-

figuration, we compile again the kernel by just changing options

related to compression. We notice that the compression operates at

the end of the build process andmake command is smart enough to

not recompile the whole code source. Looking at Listing 2, we can

activate CONFIG_KERNEL_LZMA (says) and deactivate other compres-

sions’ options. In fact, we did that for the 6 compression methods.

Almost for free, we get 18 additional size measurements of kernel

configurations (called GZIP-vmlinux, XZ-vmlinux, ... in Figure 3).

3.3 Feature engineering
Predicting the size of a kernel (being vmlinux or a compressed

kernel) is a supervised, regression problem. Out of a combination

of options values (i.e., a configuration), the learning model should

be able to predict a quantitative value (the size) without actually

building andmeasuring the kernel. We have at our disposal a sample
of d measurements S = {(c1, s1), (c2, s2), . . . , (cd , sd )} (ci denoting a
configuration, and si denoting the size of it) over the (unknown) full
set of configurations C. The goal is to learn an accurate regression

model
ˆf that can predict the performance of Linux configurations

given a small number of observations S ⊂ C. Specifically, we aim to

minimize the prediction error over the whole configuration space

of Linux: arg min

c ∈C\S
L(f (c), ˆf (c))

where L is a loss function to penalize errors in prediction and f the

actual function in charge of measuring sizes.

The way the problem is represented is crucial for machine learn-

ing algorithms and depends on an adequate set of features to train

on. In our case, features are mostly configuration options of Linux

but there are also opportunities to discard irrelevant values or fea-

tures. We now explain how we encode features, what new features

we create, and strategies to select a relevant subset of features (see

step 2 of Figure 3).

3.3.1 Feature encoding. Regression analysis requires that we en-

code possible values of options (e.g.,’y’, ’n’, ’m’) into numerical

values. An encoding of ’n’ as 0, ’y’ as 1, and ’m’ as 2 is a first

possible solution. However, some learning algorithms (e.g., linear
regression) will assume that two nearby values are more similar

than two distant values (here ’y’ and ’m’ would be more similar

than ’m’ and ’n’). This encoding will also be confusing when in-

terpreting the negative or positive weights of a feature. There are

many techniques to encode categorical variables (e.g., dummy vari-

able [13]). We observe that the ’m’ value has no direct effect on the

size since kernel modules are not compiled into the kernel and can

be loaded as needed. Therefore, we consider that ’m’ values have

the same effect as ’n’ values and values can be merged. As a result,

the problem is simplified: an option can only take two values ("yes"
or "not yes"). With this encoding, the hypothesis is that the accuracy

of the prediction model is not impacted whereas the problem is

simpler to handle for learning algorithms and easier to interpret.

3.3.2 Feature construction. The number of ’y’ values in a configu-

ration, denoted #yes, can have an impact on the kernel size. The

rationale is that the more options are included, the larger is the

kernel. Similarly, we can consider features like #no or nbmodule.
By adding such features, the hypothesis is that the accuracy of the

prediction model can be improved.

3.3.3 Feature selection. A hypothesis is that some configuration

options have little effects and can be removed without incurring

much loss of information. Feature selection techniques are worth

considering when there are many features and comparatively few

samples. Though we are not necessarily in extreme cases like the

analysis of DNA microarray data [68], we can consider scenarios

in which the number of configurations in the training set is (much)

less than 10K. In any case, selecting a subset of relevant features

have several promises: simplification of models to make them easier

to interpret; shorter training times; enhanced accuracy. As a side

note, we do not use feature extraction (e.g., principal component

analysis) that derives new features out of existing ones. We prefer to

identify a subset of existing options that can be directly understood

and discussed.

There are several methods to perform feature selection. A first

approach is to remove features with low variance. In our case, we

remove options that have a unique value (e.g., always ’y’ value).
To identify the best features, it is also possible to apply univariate

statistical tests (e.g., F-score). The principle is to test the individual

effect of each option on size (e.g., the degree of linear dependency).
Another method is to use a predictive model (e.g., Lasso or a deci-

sion tree) to remove unimportant features. A threshold should be

determined to account how many features should be considered

as important. Finally, some learning algorithms perform feature

selection as part of their overall operation e.g., Lasso penalizes the

regression coefficients with an L1 penalty, shrinking many of them

to zero [74].

As far as possible, we consider all these strategies as part of our

experiments. As a baseline, we also try with domain knowledge

coming from Linux documentation. The overall goal is to find a

good tradeoff between computational complexity, informative and

reduced feature set, and prediction error.

3.4 Statistical Learning
Once the data is well represented, it is time to learn out of a training

set (see step 3 of Figure 3). There are many algorithms capable of

handling a regression problem. We have considered linear methods
for regression, decision trees (CART), random forests, gradient boost-
ing trees, and neural networks [18]. These algorithms differ in terms

of computational cost, expressiveness and interpretability. For in-

stance, linear regressions are easy to interpret, but are unable to

capture interactions between options and handle non-linear effects.

On the opposite side of the spectrum, neural networks are hard to

interpret but probably can reach high accuracy. In between, there

are variants of algorithms (e.g., Lasso) or families of algorithms (e.g.,
random forests). We chose to work with this set of algorithms since

(1) they have already been successfully used in the literature of

configurable systems [57]; (2) we aim to gather (strong) baselines

and find a good tradeoff w.r.t. accuracy and interpretability.
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3.4.1 Hyperparameters. Most of the selected algorithms are highly

sensitive to hyperparameters, which may have effects on results.

We explore a wide range of values as part of our study [70].

3.4.2 Feature importance. Knowing which options are most pre-

dictive of size is part of our goal. In this respect, feature importance

is a useful concept: It is the increase in the prediction error of the

model after we permuted the feature’s values [46]. For decision tree,

the importance of a feature is computed as the (normalized) total

reduction of the splitting criterion (e.g., Gini or entropy) brought
by that feature. For random forest, we measure the importance of a

feature by calculating the increase in the model’s prediction error

after permuting the feature [7, 46].

4 EXPERIMENT STUDY
We address two main research questions:

• (RQ1) How accurate is the prediction model? Depend-
ing on e.g., training set size, feature selection or hyperpa-

rameters of learning algorithms, the resulting model may

produce more or fewer errors when predicting the size of

unseen configurations.

• (RQ2) How interpretable is the prediction model? Do
the identified options explain the effect on kernel size and can

we learn from them? Similarly as RQ1, different factors (aka
independent variables) of our study may affect the quality of

the interpretable information we can extract from the model.

Though the two research questions have similar independent

variables (see step 4 and 5 in Figure 3), we need to use different

methods and metrics to answer RQ1 and RQ2.

4.1 Metric for prediction error
Several metrics and loss functions can be considered for comput-

ing accuracy. For presenting and comparing results, we rely on

the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) defined as follows:

MAPE = 100

t
∑t
i=1

���f (ci )− ˆf (ci )
���

f (ci )
%

We choose MAPE since (1) it is frequently used when the quan-

tity to predict is known to remain above zero (as in our case); (2)

it has the merit of being easy to understand and compare (it is a

percentage); (3) it handles the wide distribution and outliers of vm-

linux size (Figure 4); (4) it is commonly used in approaches about

learning and configurable systems [57]. We split our sample of

95,854 configurations and their associated performance measures

into a training and a testing set. The training set is used to obtain

a prediction model, while the testing set is used to test its predic-

tion performances through the MAPE. The principle is to confront

predicted values (
ˆf (ci )) to observed values (f (ci ) – ground truth).

4.2 Assessment of interpretability
There is neither a mathematical definition of interpretability nor

a universal metric for quantifying it. In our context, we consider

that the interpretability is the ability of a learning process to reveal

what configuration options matter for predicting size. In the ab-

sence of ground truth (see Section 2), we seek to find evidence that

can justify why options are considered as important. This question

can only be treated with qualitative methods (though automated

techniques can partly ease the task). Hence, we confront our ranked

list of important features with Linux knowledge (e.g., Kconfig docu-
mentation) and seek to find explanations about their effects on size.

Two authors of the paper made the effort and discussed their analy-

sis until reaching an agreement. We also exchanged with two Linux

experts through emails for clarifying the effects of some options.

4.3 Implementation
We rely on Python modules scikit-learn [8] to benefit from state of

the art machine learning algorithm implementation. We also build

an infrastructure around these libraries to automatically handle the

feature engineering part, the control of hyperparameters, training

set size, etc. For example, it is possible to specify a range of values in

order to exhaustively search the best hyperparameters for a given

algorithm (more details can be found online [70]). Technically, the

infrastructure created is a Docker image [70] that takes a configu-

ration file as input (including the specification of e.g., training set
size, feature selection method) and serializes the results for further

analysis (e.g.,MAPE and feature importance). This approach will

make it easy to reproduce all our experiments at scale.

For the implementation of the neural network, we rely on Tensor-

flow [1]. The neural network is a multilayer feed forward network.

The input layer takes a set of features: for each feature, every con-

figuration is either 1 = "activated" if the feature is activated in the

kernel configuration or 0 = "not activated" if not, as described in Sec-

tion 3.3.1. Then these configurations go through three dense layers

with ReLU activation functions. The output is the predicted size of

the kernel (compressed or not). The loss metric we use is MAPE, as

defined in Section 4.1. We rely on an Adam Optimizer (in our case,

it had better convergence properties in comparison to a standard

stochastic gradient descent). We first launch 15 initialization steps

with a high learning rate (around 0.5, to reach a local minimum

with few steps). Then, we launch 15 more accurate steps, with a

lower learning rate (0.025). We split the dataset into a training and

a testing set, feed the network with batches of 50 configurations

of the training set, predict the size of the testing set and compare

it with the measured size of the testing set. Besides, we noticed

that the architecture of the neural network should be revised for

small training sets. Specifically, when the size of the training set is

lower than 1000 configurations, we chose a monolayer (which is

basically a linear regression with a ReLU activation). When the size

of the training set is between 1 and 10 thousands configurations,

we chose a 2-layers architecture.

Instrumentation. We vary the training size with N ∈

{10, 20, ..., 90} a percentage of the total set. To mitigate the random

selection of the training set, we have repeated the experiments 10

times and report the average and standard deviation for all algo-

rithms.

4.4 Dataset
We only focus on the kernel version 4.13.3 (release date: 20 Sep

2017). It is a stable version of Linux (i.e., not a release candi-

date). Furthermore, we specifically target the x86-64 architecture

i.e., technically, all configurations have values CONFIG_X86=y and
CONFIG_X86_64=y.
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Figure 4: Distribution of size (in Mb) without outliers

During several months, we used a cluster of machines to build

and measure 95,854 random configurations. In total, we invested

15K hours of computation time. We removed configurations that

do not build (e.g., due to configuration bugs of Linux). The number

of possible options for x86 architecture is 12,797 options, but the 64

bits further restricts the possible values (some options are always

set to ’y’ or ’n’ values). Furthermore, randconfig does not vary

all options values. We observe that more than 3,000 options have

a unique value. We use this opportunity to remove them; it can

be seen as a straightforward and effective way of doing feature

selection. Overall, 9,286 options have more than one value i.e., there
are nine thousand predictors that can potentially have an effect

on size. Each configuration is composed of 9,286 options together

with 13 measurements (vmlinux, and vmlinux compressed with

6 methods). Overall the dimension of the configuration matrix is

9,286 x 95,854.

5 RESULTS
Before discussing RQ1 and RQ2, we present two key results of our

dataset.

Size distribution. The minimum size of vmlinux is 7Mb and

roughly corresponds to the size of tinyconfig. The maximum is

1,698.14Mb, the mean is 47.35Mb with a standard deviation of 67Mb.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of vmlinux size (with 0.97 as quantile

for avoiding extreme and infrequent values of sizes). Most values

are around 25Mb, and there is an important variability in sizes.

Compressed sizes and vmlinux.We compute the Pearson cor-

relations between the size of vmlinux and the size of compressed

kernels. On average, the correlation is moderate (+0.53) with almost

no variation. For instance, the correlation between GZIP-vmlinux
and vmlinux is 0.52. On a more positive note, the compressed sizes

are highly correlated to each other (+0.99 on average, std ≈ 0).

The consequence of these results is that (1) two prediction models

should be built (one for compressed size, one for vmlinux); (2) one
prediction model for one compressed size is sufficient. In the re-

minder, we reported the results for vmlinux and briefly describe the
results for compressed sizes (more details can be found online [70]).

5.1 (RQ1+RQ2) Effects of feature engineering
Let us start with the following setting: the use of ordinary least

squares (OLS) for linear regression together with a naive feature

encoding of categorical features (as described in Section 3.3.1). It

leads up to MAPE=4,000% for N=90% of the training set. The result

is much better when the values ’n’ and ’m’ are equally encoded:

OLS gives MAPE=75% for N=90%.

We observe similar improvements with shrinkage-based linear

regression. The improvement is less spectacular with tree-based

methods or neural networks, but the accuracy remains slightly bet-

ter with the encoding. A first conclusion is that the feature encoding
that mixes ’module’ and ’no’ values is well-suited, w.r.t. accuracy. By
construction, it has also the merit of simplifying the problem; we will
use it in the remainder.

The inclusion of new features that count the number of ’y’, ’n’,

and ’m’ values gives interesting insights. The linear correlation be-

tween #yes and vmlinux is weak: Pearson coefficient is 0.19. Lasso,

Ridge, or ElasticNet, under some hyperparameters values, can only

keep 2 features with non-zero coefficients: DEBUG_INFO, and #yes.
In other words, these algorithms tend to shrink too many coeffi-

cients under the profit of #yes. The non-inclusion of #yes or a

different hyperparameter tuning allows Lasso, Ridge or ElasticNet

to identify much more relevant features with non-zero coefficients,

thus improving their own MAPE and providing more interpretable

information. For decision trees, random forests and gradient boost-

ing trees, #yes is a very strong predictor. This feature is ranked

in the top 3 for vmlinux and GZIP-vmlinux. We also observe im-

provements of MAPE when #yes is part of the feature selection.

We conclude that #yes (1) should be used with caution (e.g., for fea-
ture selection), (2) other options can potentially compensate its effect
for reaching similar accuracy, but it requires the use of much more
features as part of feature selection (3) it has high importance w.r.t.
interpretability. The use of #yes has several interests, and we will

use it in the remainder, except for Lasso, Ridge, and ElasticNet

given that the inclusion of #yes aggressively shrinks too many

coefficients.

5.2 (RQ1) Accuracy
In Table 1, we report the MAPE (and its standard deviation) of

multiple statistical learning algorithms, on various training set

sizes (N), with and without feature selection
1
.

We observe that Algorithms based on linear regression (Lasso,

Ridge, Elasticnet) do not work well, having a MAPE of more than

30% whatever the training set size of the feature selection. Some

does not even take advantage of a bigger training set, like Lasso

which is even increasing its MAPE from 34% to 38% when the train-

ing set size goes from 10% to 90%. Tree-based algorithms (Decision

Tree, Random Forest, Gradient Boosting Tree) tend to work far

better (MAPE of 15% and lower) and effectively take advantage

of more data to train on. As a base of comparison, we also report

results from Neural Networks which are better than other algo-

rithms when fed with a big enough training set. Note that without

feature selection, Random Forest and Gradient Boosting Tree are

1
For this experiment we used a very crude feature selection, based on the ordering

yield by a random forest trained on a subset of dataset, where every feature was

present.
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Algorithm

Without Feature Selection With Feature Selection

N=10 N=20 N=50 N=80 N=90 N=10 N=20 N=50 N=80 N=90

OLS Regression 74.54±2.3 68.76±1.03 61.9±1.14 50.37±0.57 49.42±0.08 43.56±1.48 42.58±2.22 40.23±0.22 39.56±0.39 39.29±0.48

Lasso 34.13±1.38 34.32±0.12 36.58±1.04 38.07±0.08 38.04±0.17 35.18±0.45 36.53±0.6 39.28±1.06 38.28±0.04 38.61±0.81

Ridge 139.63±1.13 91.43±1.07 62.42±0.08 55.75±0.2 51.78±0.14 43.52±1.41 42.29±2.16 40.2±0.27 39.53±0.33 39.24±0.43

ElasticNet 79.26±0.9 80.81±1.05 80.58±0.77 80.57±0.71 80.34±0.53 79.66±2.11 81.74±0.65 81.0±0.24 80.84±0.6 81.45±0.2

Decision Tree 15.18±0.13 13.21±0.12 11.32±0.07 10.61±0.10 10.48±0.15 13.97±0.08 12.34±0.08 10.75±0.05 10.07±0.09 9.91±0.12

Random Forest 12.5±0.19 10.75±0.07 9.27±0.07 8.6±0.07 8.4 ±0.07 10.79±0.15 9.6±0.08 8.4±0.05 7.96±0.06 7.8±0.05

GB Tree 11.13±0.23 9.43±0.07 7.70±0.04 7.02±0.05 6.83±0.10 8.67±0.09 7.60±0.08 6.65±0.03 6.33±0.03 6.24±0.06

N. Networks 16.73 ±1.30 11.38 ±0.27 9.34 ±0.17 8.11 ±0.26 7.76 ±0.10 14.20 ±0.02 8.7 ±0.06 6.61 ±0.02 5.73 ±0.03 5.52 ±0.12

Polynomial Reg. - - - - - 24,65±1.23 22.58±0.18 20.49±0.24 21.53±0.1 20.86±0.04

Table 1: MAPE of different learning algorithms for the prediction of vmlinux size, without and with feature selection

better than Neural Networks, and with feature selection, Gradient

Boosting Tree is even competitive up to when 50% of the dataset is

used as a training set. Polynomial Regression does not scale without

feature selection, and even with feature selection, only reaches a

MAPE of 20% at best.

Figure 5 aims to show the influence on the accuracy of (1) the

number k of selected features and (2) the training set percentage

(N) of the full dataset. In particular, it depicts how random forest

performs when varying k and N. We observe that for a training set

size of N=10% (9,500), the accuracy peaks (i.e., lowest errors rate)
when k=200 with a MAPE of 10.45, and consistently increases with

more columns. For a training set size of N=50% (47,500), accuracy

peaks when k=200 with a MAPE of 8.33. For N=90% (85,500), we

reach a MAPE of 7.81 with k=250. Independently from the training

set size, we consistently observe in Figure 5 that the MAPE is

the lowest when k is in the range 200—300. This optimal number

of selected features is similar with Gradient Boosting Tree and

also exists for every algorithm, although it can change from one

algorithm to another. For example, for Ridge or ElasticNet, it is in

the range 250—300, for Lasso, 350—400, and for Neural Networks,

400—500. In Table 1 are reported the results with feature selection

of the optimal number for each algorithm.

Given these results, we can say that out of the thousands of

options of Linux kernel, only a few hundred actually influence its

size. From the machine learning point of view, the other columns

do not bring any more information and even make the model worse

by biasing it.

Results of compressed sizes.We report better accuracy when

predicting GZIP-vmlinux for all algorithms and training set size.

Random forests can quickly reach 6% of prediction errors (for N=10%

and without feature selection). Neural networks can even get a

MAPE of 2.8% (for N=90% and with feature selection). We also

observe that feature selection pays off: only a few options (≈ 200)

are needed to get competing results [70].

We find a sweet spot where only 200—300 features are suf-

ficient to efficiently train a random forest and a Gradient

Boosting Tree to obtain a prediction model that outper-

forms other baselines (7% prediction errors for 40K config-

urations). We observe similar feature selection benefits for

any training set size and tree-based learning algorithms.

Figure 5: Evolution of MAPE w.r.t. the number k of selected
features and the training set percentage N (random forest).

5.3 (RQ2) Interpretability
Contrary to Neural networks, Gradient Boosting Tree or Random

Forest are algorithms with built-in explainability. There we can

extract a list of features that can be ordered by their importance

with respect to the property of interest (here size). So the question

is: how does this ordered list of features relate to reality?

Confrontation with documentation. We confront the or-

dered list of features yield by Random Forest to the 147 options

referring to size in the Kconfig documentation (see Section 2.3).

First, we notice that 31 options have a unique value in our dataset:

randconfig was unable to diversify the values of some options and

therefore the learning phase cannot infer anything. We see it as an

opportunity to further identifying influential options. As a proof

of concept, we sample thousands of new configurations with and

without option KASAN_INLINE activated (in our original dataset,

KASAN_INLINE was always set to ’n’). We did observe size increase

(20% on average). We have also tried for 5 other options and did

not observe a significant effect on size [70].

Among the resulting 116 options (147 − 31), we found that:

• 11 are in the top 200, 7 are in the top 200—500, and 5 in the

top 500—1000: 15% of options are in the sweet spot of our

feature selection (see RQ1);

• 67% of remaining options are beyond the rank 2000. We iden-

tified two patterns of explanations. First, the effect on size is
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simply negligible: It is explicitly stated as such in the docu-

mentation ("This will increase the size of the kernelcapi module
by 20 KB" or "Disabling this option saves about 300 bytes").
Second, some options’ values are not frequent enough (e.g.,
98% ’y’ and 2% ’n’ value): most probably, the learning phase

needs more diverse instances. Again, we see the KConfig

documentation as an opportunity to guide the sampling of

the configuration space and further find influential options.

Finding of undocumented options. A consequence from the

confrontation with KConfig is that the vast majority of influential

options is either not documented or not referring to size. In order

to further understand this trend, we analyze the top 50 options

corresponding to the 50 first features yield by Random Forest:

• only 7 options are documented as having a clear influence

on size;

• our investigation and exchanges with domain experts show

that the 43 remaining options are either (1) necessary to ac-

tivate other options; (2) the underlying memory used would

be based on the size of the driver; (3) chip-selection configu-

ration (you cannot run the kernel on the indicated system

without this option turned on); (4) related to compiler cov-

erage instrumentation, which will affect lots (possible all)

code paths; (5) debugging features

Revisiting tinyconfig. In our dataset, we observe that tiny-

config is by far the smallest kernel (≈7Mb). The second smallest

configuration is ≈11Mb. That is, despite 90K+ measurements with

randconfig, we were unable to get closer to 7Mb. Can our prediction

model explain this significant difference (≈4Mb)?

A first hypothesis is that pre-set options have an important

impact on the size (see Figure 2, page 3). We observe that our

prediction model ranks CC_OPTIMIZE_FOR_SIZE in the top 200 for

vmlinux and in the top 50 for the compressed size. The compression

method is also very effective (see below). Other options have no

significant effects according to our model and cannot explain the

≈4Mb difference. In fact, there is a more simple explanation: the

strategy of tinyconfig consists in minimizing #yes. For both vmlinux
and the compressed size, #yes is highly influential according to

our prediction model. We notice that the number of ’y’ options of

tinyconfig is 224 while the second smallest configuration exhibits

646 options: the difference is significant. Furthermore, tinyconfig
deactivates many important options like KASAN or DEBUG_INFO.
The insights of the prediction model are consistent with the heuristic
of tinyconfig.

Commonalities and differences with compressed sizes.
We compare feature importance of random forest over vmlinux
or GZIP-vmlinux. The ranking of influential options is similar:

Spearman correlation between feature importances is 0.75 and

the ranking change is 16 on average. We retrieve the majority

of top influential options such as UBSAN_SANITIZE_ALL, KASAN,
UBSAN_ALIGNMENT, GCOV_PROFILE_ALL, KCOV_INSTRUMENT_ALL.
#yes is ranked first for GZIP-vmlinux.

There are also some differences and strong ranking devia-

tions. DEBUG_INFO, DEBUG_INFO_REDUCED, DEBUG_INFO_SPLIT and
XFS_DEBUG are out of the top 1000 when compressed size is con-

sidered whereas these options were in the top 5 for vmlinux. This
result does have an explanation: GZIP-vmlinux got stripped of all

its symbols and the information is compressed. It is no surprise that

debugging information has much less impact on size. The retrieval

of such insights shows that we can extract meaningful information

out of the learning process.

Thanks to our prediction model, we have effectively identi-

fied a list of important features that is consistent with the

options and strategy of tinyconfig, the Kconfig documen-

tation, and Linux knowledge. We also found options that

can be used to refine or augment the documentation.

6 DISCUSSIONS AND THREATS TO VALIDITY
Computational benefits. Our obtained results show that feature

selection is promising w.r.t. accuracy and interpretability. However,

this is not the only observed benefit. In fact, it also has a positive

impact on computational resources. During the experiments, we

observed that model training without feature selection took a lot

of time to compute (up to 24 hours for some settings of boosting

trees). To further assess the effect of feature selection, we performed

a controlled experiment. We measured the computation time for

the same models on a single random forest configuration with

the selection of 200, 300, and 500 features. On a machine with an

Intel Xeon E5-1630v3 4c/8t, 3,7GHz, with 64GB DDR4 ECC 2133

MHz memory, we report a 132 minutes computation for a random

forest with 48 estimators over 75k rows of the dataset, with all

features and 5 folds. On the same machine and same random forest

hyperparameters, with different number of features selected, we

report a computation time of 2 minutes for 200 features, 3 minutes

for 300 features and 6 minutes for 500. The time reduction was

respectively 66, 44, 22 fold less than without feature selection. This

result shows big saving in computation time, allowing extended

hyperparameters optimization and giving expected results far more

quickly. We are confident similar benefits of feature selection can

be obtained for other learning algorithms.

Interpretability: pitfalls and limitations. Determining

which option is really responsible of size increase is sometimes

subtle. In particular, when two options have the same values in the

configurations, which option is the most important? A concrete ex-

ample is the dependency between KASAN_OUTLINE and KASAN in our
dataset: Is the size increase due to KASAN_OUTLINE or KASAN? From
a computational point of view, correlated options are known to

decrease the importance of a given option since the importance be-

tween both options can be split [46]. The splitting can typically hide

important options. We have identified cases in which some options

can be grouped together (e.g., we can remove KASAN_OUTLINE and

only keep KASAN). More aggressive strategies for handling collinear

features (e.g., see [12]) can be used as part of the feature engineering
process. However, we believe experts should supervise the process;

we leave it as future work.

Internal Validity. The selection of the learning algorithms and

their parameter settings may affect the accuracy and influence in-

terpretability. To reduce this threat, we selected the most widely

used learning algorithms that have shown promising results in

this field [57] and for a fair comparison we searched for their best

parameters. We deliberately used random sampling over the train-

ing set for all experiments to increase internal validity. For each
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sample size, we repeat the prediction process 10 times. For each

process, we split the dataset into training and testing which are

independent of each other. To assess the accuracy of the algorithms

and thus its interpretability, we used MAPE since most of the state-

of-the-art works use this metric for evaluating the effectiveness of

performance prediction algorithm [57].

Another threat to validity concerns the (lack of) randomness of

randconfig. Indeed randconfig does not provide a perfect uniform
distribution over valid configurations [44]. The strategy of rand-
config is to randomly enable or disable options according to the

order in the Kconfig files. It is thus biased towards features higher

up in the tree. The problem of uniform sampling is fundamentally a

satisfiability problem. We however stick to randconfig for two rea-

sons. To the best of our knowledge, there is no robust and scalable

solution capable of comprehensively translating Kconfig files of

Linux. Second, uniform sampling either does not scale yet or is not

uniform [9, 10, 15, 58]. Thus, we are not there yet.We see randconfig
as a baseline widely used by the Linux community [45, 59].

The computation of feature importance is subject to some debates

and some implementation over random forest, including the scikit-

learn’s one we rely on, may be biased [7, 17, 46, 54]. This issue may

impact our experiments e.g.,wemay have missed important options.

To mitigate this threat, we have computed feature importance over

decision tree and gradient boosting. Our observation is that the lists

differ but the top influential options remain very similar [70]. As

future work, we plan to compare different techniques to compute

feature importance [7, 17, 46, 54].

External Validity. A threat to external validity is related to the

target kernel version and architecture (x86) of Linux. Because we

rely on the kernel version 4.13.3 and the non-functional property

size, the results may be subject to this specific version and quantita-

tive property. We also relied on 18 additional measurements of sizes

in order to validate our claims. However, a generalization of the

results for other non-functional properties (e.g., boot time) would

require additional experiments. Here, we focused on a single ver-

sion and property to be able to make robust and reliable statements

about whether learning approaches can be used in such settings.

Our results suggest we can now envision to perform an analysis

over other versions and properties to generalize our findings.

7 RELATEDWORK
Linux kernel and configurations. Several empirical studies [2,

3, 6, 11, 39, 40, 44, 47, 48, 56, 87] have considered different aspects of

Linux (build system, variability implementation, constraints, bugs,

compilation warnings). However, these studies did not concretely

build configurations in the large. There is however a noticeable

exception: Melo et al. compiled 21K valid random Linux kernel

configurations for an in-development and a stable version (version

4.1.1) [44]. The goal of the study was to quantitatively analyze

configuration-dependent warnings.
In general, we are not aware of approaches that try to predict

or understand non-functional, quantitative properties (e.g., size) of
Linux kernel configurations.

Quality assurance and configuration sampling. There has
been a large body of work that demonstrates the need for

configuration-aware testing techniques and proposes methods

to sample and prioritize the configuration space [23, 32, 41–

43, 52, 62, 73, 84]. In our study and similarly as in [5, 44], we simply

reuse randconfig and did not employ a sophisticated strategy to

sample the configuration space. As previously discussed, an excit-

ing research direction is to apply state-of-the-art techniques over

Linux but several challenges are ahead.

Machine learning and configurable systems. Numerous

works have investigated the idea of learning performance from

a small sample of configurations’ measurements in different appli-

cation domains [57] such as compression libraries, database systems,

or video encoding [33, 71, 72] [21, 35, 49, 61] [30, 50, 76, 85] [31,

35, 65, 78]. The subject systems considered in the literature have a

much lower number of options compared to Linux.

In this paper, we investigate how feature engineering techniques

can help in scaling the learning process for thousands of features

w.r.t. accuracy and training time. Feature selection has received

little attention, certainly due to the comparatively low number of

options of previously targeted configurable systems. In the con-

text of performance-influence model, feature-forward selection and

multiple linear regression are used in a stepwise manner to shrink

or keep terms representing options or interactions [30, 35, 65, 79]

[29, 33, 34]. Our theoretical and empirical observations are as fol-

lows: the method is computationally very intensive, the number

of possible interactions for Linux is huge, while linear regression

methods in general (e.g., Lasso) have limits w.r.t. accuracy. Overall,

performance-influence models should be adapted to scale for the

case of Linux. In [22], deep sparse neural networks (aka DeepPerf)

are used to predict performance of configurations. The authors

advocate that DeepPerf can take up to 30 minutes for systems with

more than 50 options. DeepPerf is not suited for the scale of Linux.

There are many other approaches that would not scale on Linux,

e.g., Kolesnikov et al. [35] report that it take up to 720 minutes for

a system with 20 options.

Interpretability of prediction models is an important research

topic [46], with many open questions related to their assessment or

computational techniques. Only a few studies have been conducted

in the context of configurable systems [14, 16, 30, 35, 66, 67, 77].

These studies aim at learning an accurate model that is fast to

compute and simple to interpret. Few works [30, 77] use similar-

ity metrics to investigate the relatedness of the source and target

environments to transfer learning, while others [14, 16, 35, 66, 67]

use size metrics as insights of interpretability for pure prediction.

Different from these works, we investigated the relatedness of the

Linux documentation, tiny kernel pre-defined configuration, and

Linux community knowledge with the results reached for several

state-of-the-art learning approaches. We find a sweet spot between

accuracy and interpretability thanks to feature selection; we also

confront the interpretable information with evidence coming from

different sources.

Code reduction. Software debloating has been proposed to

only keep the features that users utilize and are deem necessary

with several applications and promising results (operating systems,

libraries, Web servers Nginx, OpenSSH, etc.) [24, 37, 38]. Software
debloating can be used to further reduce the size of the kernel at

the source code level, typically when the configuration is fixed and

set up. Our approach only operates at the configuration level and

is complementary to code debloating.
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Feature selection has attracted increasing attention in software

engineering in general (e.g., for defect prediction [19, 36, 51]). In

our context, features refer to configuration options and differ from

software complexity features (such as the number of lines of code)

usually considered in this line of work.

8 CONCLUSION
Is it possible to learn the essence of a gigantic space of software

configurations? We invested 15K hours of computation to build and

measure 95,854 Linux kernel configurations and found that:

• it is possible to reach low prediction errors (2.8% for com-

pressed kernels’ sizes, 5.5% for executable kernel size);

• we identified a subset of options (≈500 out of 9,000+) that

leads to high accuracy, shorter training time, and better in-

terpretability;

• our identification of influential options are consistent and

can even improve the documentation and the configuration

knowledge about Linux;

• thanks to the confrontation of interpretable informationwith

Linux knowledge, one can envision to further explore some

(combinations of) options that have been underestimated.

Throughout the paper, we reported on qualitative and quantita-

tive insights about Linux itself and about the process of learning

what (combinations of) options matter within a huge configuration

space. A follow-up of this work is to assess whether our approach

generalizes to other architectures or versions of the Linux ker-

nel. We are confident that a large portion of human and machine

knowledge can be transferred. There is also opportunity to discover

novel insights and decrease the cost of learning through reuse of

prediction models. Another research direction is to consider other

non-functional aspects of the Linux kernel, such as compilation

time, boot time, energy consumption or security.
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